Like many of you, Wiregrass Foundation tries hard to be a “learning organization”—to learn from our past, acquire new knowledge, and transform our vision and strategies to meet the needs of our community. Over the last few years, one of the many things we have learned is that good things really can come in small packages. In our case, that means Micro-Grants. While our larger investments often grab headlines, there is a tremendous amount of excellent work being done everyday by local organizations aided, in part, by the Foundation’s Micro-Grant program. As stated by Micro-Grant Committee Chairwoman and WF Director Addie McKinzie, “Small amounts of money placed into the right hands can make a huge difference to area organizations, their staff and volunteers, and the people they serve.”

Twenty-seven local organizations improving education, health, and quality of life in the Wiregrass, proved her right again this year.

The WF Board of Directors reviews Micro-Grant impact each time they meet. Based on those successes, the Foundation has hit a “reset button” for Micro-Grants effective January 1st. The individual organizational limit has been raised from $5,000 to $10,000 per year. WF also has tripled the annual allocation to the Micro-Grant program from $100,000 to $300,000. Our application will remain simple and straight-forward, although the questions asked may be slightly different. We are going to want to know what your organization is doing with the money—an unexpected opportunity or challenge, something new, something that elevates your organization’s ability to serve. And while this program is not closed to funding operations (as are WF major grants), Micro-Grants still cannot be used to supplant funds previously received for normal functions and activities.

We will have more details on our website within a few weeks, along with a revamped application. So please be on the look-out for the new Micro-Grant program details and application in the New Year!